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As the Officer-in Charge and Fire Control Officer of the Gracetown Bushfire Brigade I fully
support the Government initiative to extend mobile phone coverage, particularly the Mobile
Network Expansion Project, to improve mobile phone coverage in small communities and in
locations prone to experiencing natural disasters.
I would strongly suggest that Gracetown receives money for Mobile Network coverage as
Planning Approval has already been approved through the Margaret River Shire for a Telstra
Tower but funds are not currently available for construction.
Gracetown is situated 270 kilometres south of Perth and 20 kilometres out of Margaret River,
Western Australia and is a small coastal community of 220 houses and receives no mobile
coverage.
Emergencies are compromised due to the lack of mobile coverage in the area and my support of
this proposal is due to the following reasons:
1. Ability to call out members for a fire is extremely difficult as I can only access members
on landlines, not really convenient during the day when members are out and about. Some
fires we have attended undermanned due to lack of mobile coverage.
2. During the large fire we had here in January 2012 that started at 3.30p.m.we had difficulty
contacting members to attend the fire. I had to have the Incident Control Point located
four kilometres out of Gracetown alongside Cowaramup Bay Road in a paddock where
we were able to get intermittent mobile coverage and more reliable radio reception. Not
very appropriate or effective as Emergency Personnel were also unable to coordinate their
units to effectively fight the fire.
3. During the January 2012 fire the landlines to Claret Ash Court and Seahawk Rest, where I
and the majority of Gracetown Bushfire Brigade members live, was burnt and inoperable.
This caused an extremely dangerous situation two nights after the initial fire when it
flared up once again and no members were able to be rung and a member had to drive to
everyone’s house to raise the alarm. Mobile phone coverage would have averted this
becoming an issue.
4. A recent house fire we had here in Gracetown last January resulted in nine trucks from
neighbouring brigades turning up due to the 000 callout. Although, residents had the fire
out very quickly I could not contact these trucks to turn them back due to no mobile
coverage and extremely poor radio reception. It was a big waste of resources and could
have led to a disaster in another locality due to all trucks being at Gracetown.
5. Fighting a fire in the Gracetown locality without mobile coverage or reliable radio
communications is very dangerous and it is not right to expose volunteers to greater risks
as a result of inadequate communications. Mobile phone coverage would allow our
members to be alerted by SMS when an emergency arises.
6. All volunteer members of the Gracetown Bushfire Brigade also totally support Gracetown
being included in the Mobile Network Expansion Project and fully endorsed the proposal
at a recent meeting.
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